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Materials with higher wear resistance are required in various applications including cutting elements (drag bits) of soft
ground tunnel boring machines (TBM) to increase the productivity and to reduce the risk for workers involved in exchange
operations (dangerous hyperbolic conditions). In recent work, two types of materials were produced by combining 3D
printing (selective laser melting, SLM) of cellular lattice structures and spark plasma sintering (SPS) methods. -e lattices
were printed from (1) 316L stainless steel with diamond and (2) Ti6Al4V with nitriding. -e effect of diamond content (5%,
10%, and 20%; nickel-coated particles) and unit cell size on performance was studied.-e titanium alloy lattice was nitrided to
increase its hardness and wear resistance. -e effect of nitriding temperature (750°C, 900°C, and 1050°C) and lattice volume
fraction (6%, 15%, and 24%, vol.) was investigated, and the optimized conditions were applied. -e lattices were filled with
316L and Ti6Al4V powders, respectively, and consolidated by SPS. Samples were tested with the help of laboratory impact-
abrasive tribodevice. Laboratory results have shown that both reinforcing approaches are beneficial and allow improvement of
wear resistance in impact-abrasive conditions with great potential for TBM or similar applications. Modelling with the help of
finite element method has shown that lattice structure enables reduction of peak local stresses in scratching and
impact conditions.

1. Introduction

-e combination of simultaneous production methods
allows production of materials with improved properties.
Materials with higher wear resistance are required in
various applications including mining, cutting, drilling,
and tunnel boring machines (TBM) to increase the pro-
ductivity and to reduce the risk for employees and time
required for exchange operations. Selective laser melting
(SLM) and electron beam melting (EBM) are becoming the
most popular techniques in additive manufacturing tech-
nology that are developed quickly during the recent decade.
Very popular directions are solid prototype complex parts,
porous electrothermal and acoustic materials, and light-
weight metallic cellular lattice structures. -e possibility to
create structures with varied lattice cell size, volume

fraction, layer thickness, and strut diameter from various
metallic alloys has been very useful for the needs of bio-
medical, dental, and aerospace industries [1–3]. Starting
from the invention of the SLM method, the most
researched materials from the groups of stainless steel,
titanium, and aluminium alloys were 316L [4], Ti6Al4V [5],
and ALSi10Mg [6] due to their rounded shape of powders,
good fluidity, great number of suitable applications, and
high mechanical properties. Not many studies have been
reported regarding other alloyed metals or composite
materials. For example, 3D printing of diamond particles
(as the hardest material with super hard crystals) needs
extremely high temperature, pressure, and laser current.
Since it is not possible with current 3D printers, designing
special printers or mixing diamond particles with other
powders is inevitable. Hence, a combination of lattice 3D
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printing and additional postprocessing steps to improve
lattice or to consolidate material allows achievement of
improved properties required for wear resistance appli-
cations. Overall, SLM technique like all other technologies
has advantages and drawbacks, such as using the same
computer-aided design (CAD) model for printing,
manufacturing of fully dense solid or porous parts, printing
of complicated parts (implants, for example), ability of
simultaneous duplication of the object with the same or
various scales and required number versus high cost of
powders and apparatuses, part dimension restrictions (to
fit into volume of printer’s chamber), long process duration
for large parts, and required removal and postpolishing
operations.

-e gyroid periodic lattice structures manufacturability
and influence of different unit cell sizes have been studied,
and it was found that cell with size being as small as 2mm
can be built without supporting structures (self-supported)
[7]. It is usually used to create the first level (support) of 3D
printed materials adhering to the base platform. -en, there
is commonly one solid layer (about 0.1mm thick that
corresponds to about four layers of 25 μm each) between
support and following lattice structure to connect them that
is called spacer. Finite element modelling of body-centred
cubic (BCC) structure and the same one with a vertical pillar
(BCC-Z) was discussed and compared with experimental
samples to illustrate stress and stiffness under loading [8].
Support is helping to fix the printed structure to the platform
without causing thermal stress-induced distortions. -e
effect of support dimensions, volume fraction, and unit cell
size of lattice has been compared for gyroid and diamond
lattice structure types [9]. Advanced gyroid-type 316L light-
weight stainless steel lattice structures with a wide range of
volume fractions, unit cell sizes, and orientations have been
designed to avoid wastage of material powders to assure an
acceptable coincidence of 3D printed and original CAD
models [10]. -e comparison between SLM-manufactured
parts and a CAD model of self-supported diamond-type
AlSi10Mg structures has been investigated, and good geo-
metrical compliance and precise mechanical property pre-
diction were demonstrated; however, lattice strut and pore
size were slightly higher and lesser than the designed model,
respectively [11]. An optimized Ti6Al4V open-cell lattice has
been reported along with strain energy calculations, and
strength to weight and stiffness to weight ratios [12].

Many of the recent articles more frequently have focused
on the adaptation of analytical (finite element model or CAD
design) and experimental (SLM manufacturing) results re-
garding the influence of strut size, cell size, support ne-
cessity, and optimum lattice type. Effect of laser power and
scanning speed on strut diameter has been thoroughly in-
vestigated, and it is in direct proportion with laser power if
constant scanning speed is used [13]. -e study of AlSi10Mg
gyroid-type cellular lattices has confirmed that an increase in
the volume fraction of lattice material leads to rising of
compressive strength while the increase in unit cell size leads
to lower microhardness [14]. It was also found that build
orientation of layered manufacturing and heat treatment
condition of Ti6Al4V diamond-type cellular lattices under

high pressure of hot isostatic pressing (HIP) is of high
importance [15]. Meanwhile, spark plasma sintering as the
pulsed electric current method produces near theoretical
densified and fast consolidated samples in comparison with
conventional powder metallurgy methods. Passing electric
current through graphite die has the potential of sintering
ceramic-metal mixed powders in nanostructure scale.

Two types of materials were produced by combining 3D
printing (SLM) of cellular lattice structures and spark plasma
sintering (SPS) techniques (by adding diamond particles or
by nitriding). Additionally, the effect of diamond particles
content and unit cell size was evaluated to optimize materials
for applications where resistance against impact-abrasive
action is important (tunnelling, mining, geothermal drilling,
etc.). -e use of additive manufacturing in industrial ap-
plications can facilitate (enable) welding or fixation by
bolting of new wear-resistant materials and production of
lighter materials or components as it was demonstrated by
the current work. -e experimental data have supported the
results of modelling (scratching and impacting) with the
help of finite element (SOLIDWORKS/ANSYS) software.
Shortage of finite element modelling of composites (lattice
and hard material compact) produced by multistep pro-
cesses (3D printing and powder metallurgy) under com-
bined tribological loading (impact and abrasive) to assess
machine components performance (buttons, inserts, drag
bits, etc.) was the motivation of adding dynamic simulation
(instead of static) in the current work.

2. Materials and Methods

Stainless steel grade AISI 316L is an austenitic iron-based
(with chromium, nickel, and molybdenum additions), low
carbon, and the nonmagnetic alloy used for corrosion re-
sistance and additive manufacturing applications. -e
powders of 316L are spherical and have good flowability that
is important for feeding of 3D metal printing machine.
Powder (see Figure 1(a)) was supplied by Sandvik Osprey
Ltd [16].

Ti6Al4V has excellent strength to weight ratio and a
great potential for aerospace, biomedical, and surgical ap-
plications. Spherical Ti6Al4V powders (see Figure 1(b))
containing titanium, aluminium, and vanadium were sup-
plied by TLS Technik GmbH [17].

Diamond-type cellular lattices have been printed by
Realizer SLM50 machine from 316L and Ti6Al4V (Figures 2
and 3), respectively. -e lattice structure was printed with
the following parameters: the thickness of one printed layer:
25 μm, laser current: 3000mA, exposure time: 600 μs, point
distance: 1 μm, diameter: 20mm, and height: 15mm. Two
new types of reinforcement approaches were investigated.
-e first type of materials was made of 316L stainless steel
with a varied percentage of nickel-coated diamond particles.
-e reinforcement of the second materials was achieved by
nitriding of Ti6Al4V lattice printed with different cell sizes.
Six samples including two reference materials (316L and
Ti6Al4V) with a description of SPS conditions are shown in
Table 1. Reference samples (Nos. 5 and 6) are produced
directly in the SPS without lattice structure inside. Spark
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plasma sintering machine made by FCT Systeme, GmbH,
was used for sintering of samples. Vacuum-nitriding furnace
(VNF) made by R. D. WEBB, Ltd., was applied for nitriding
of Ti6Al4V lattices at different temperatures.

In order to illustrate conditions in which the materials
will perform (impact-abrasion), the cutterhead, drag bits,
inserts, and buttons of TBM are schematically shown (CAD
design) in Figure 4 according to [19, 20]. Additionally, the

insert prepared by traditional powder metallurgy methods
and 3D-printed structure ready for filling and the following
consolidation by HIP or SPS are given in Figures 5(a)–5(c),
respectively.

-e first approach of reinforcement was realized by
adding diamond particles into AISI 316L metal matrix prior
to 3D printing of lattice. Diamond particles were covered by
nickel coating (56wt.%) to reduce diamond transformation

316L powders ×300 300μm

(a)

Ti6A14V ×300 300μm

(b)

Figure 1: SEM micrographs of 316L and Ti6Al4V powders.

316L lattice ×60 1mm

(a)

316L lattice ×300 300μm

(b)

Figure 2: SEM micrographs of 3D printed 316L lattice.

Ti6A14V lattice ×60 1mm

(a)

Ti6A14V lattice ×300 300μm

(b)

Figure 3: SEM micrographs of 3D printed Ti6Al4V lattice.
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into graphite during 3D printing and sintering. Powder with
40–50 μm particle sizes was supplied by Vanmoppes & Sons
Ltd. [18]. Stainless steel AISI 316L powder with 45± 10 μm
particle size was obtained from Sandvik Osprey Ltd. Printed
lattices with varied content of diamond in the 316L matrix
are shown in Figures 6(a)–6(f). Comparison of structures
with 5%, 10%, and 20% of coated diamond in Figure 6
displays that increase of diamond content leads in general to
higher strut diameter and lower strength of lattice structure.
On the other hand, the comparison between Figures 2 (plain
AISI 316L) and 6 (AISI 316L with diamond) demonstrates
that sticking of unmelted original metallic particles is re-
duced in case of printing with higher diamond content.

-e second reinforcement approach is based on the
creation of a hard titanium nitride phase (layer) by nitriding

of titanium alloy lattice. Such reinforcement can provide
improvement in wear and corrosion resistance of materials
under study. Argon-atomized Ti6Al4V Grade 5 powders
with ≤45 μmdiameter and 4.429 gr/cm3 density were used to
print lattice structures with 30 l/h argon consumption,
25 μm layer thickness, 2mm unit cell size, and 6% volume
fraction of the material. In the second step, the Ti6Al4V
lattice was heated in VNF under nitrogen gas flowing with
10°C/min heating rate and 90min holding time at the de-
sired nitriding temperature. Digital optical photos and SEM
photographs of Ti6Al4V lattice structures with 2mm unit
cell size and constant nitrogen flow and different nitriding
temperatures (750°C, 900°C, and 1050°C) are shown in
Figures 7 and 8, respectively. No defects (like cracks) were
detected after nitriding (Figure 8). It was found that ni-
triding at 900°C gives sufficient thickness of the nitrided
surface layer and this temperature was selected as optimal.
Additionally, Ti6Al4V lattices nitrided at 900°C temperature
with varied volume fractions are shown in Figure 9. After
printing and nitriding, the lattice was fulfilled with Ti6Al4V
powders, sintered in SPS device. Plain (unreinforced) solid
Ti6Al4V reference samples were directly sintered from raw
powder. Comparison between Figures 3 and 8 (before and
after nitriding) shows that there are no significant changes in
lattice appearance. Unmelted attached particles are also
nitrided and can serve as reinforcement.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Results of Laboratory Testing. Two types of re-
inforcement approaches were proposed for improving wear

Table 1: Description of samples and SPS conditions.

Sample Printed lattice Filling powder SPS conditions: temperature, pressure, sintering time
No. 1 316L-5%wt. diamond 316L 900°C, 75MPa, 14min
No. 2 316L-10%wt. diamond 316L 900°C, 75MPa, 14min
No. 3 TiN, 1.00mm unit cell Ti6Al4V 900°C, 75MPa, 14min
No. 4 TiN, 0.75mm unit cell Ti6Al4V 900°C, 75MPa, 14min
No. 5∗ Without lattice 316L 1000°C, 50MPa, 10min
No. 6∗ Without lattice Ti6Al4V 1000°C, 50MPa, 10min
∗5 and 6 are reference samples.

Drag bit

Insert

Button

(b)(a)

TBM

Figure 4: Schematic illustration of tunnel boring machine cutterhead (a), position of buttons and inserts in the drag bit (b) (TBM diameter
is 3000mm and drag bit dimension is 195×115× 90mm).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Tunnel boring machine insert produced by conventional
powder metallurgy method (a), 3D printed structure for HIP (b),
3D printed structure ready for filling and following consolidation
by SPS (c) (length, width and height of sample is 36×16× 30mm).
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resistance and damage tolerance, namely, by diamond ad-
dition or nitriding. Possible arbitrary and/or uniform dis-
tribution of diamond particles in the metallic lattice and
sample (Figure 6), finding the optimum condition for ni-
triding of Ti6Al4V lattice (Figure 7) and the effect of ni-
triding on microstructure of different metallic cell
configurations (Figures 8 and 9), was introduced as novelty
of recent research meant to improve wear resistance. After
that, lattices were fulfilled by anticorrosive and ductile
metals and sintered. Consequently, four samples have been
prepared with the help of a combination of SLM and SPS
techniques, and they are stated in Table 1.

Wear resistance of samples was evaluated via a custom-
made patented impact-abrasive tribodevice (IATD) in

95%316L-5%Ni-Di ×100 1mm

(a)

95%316L-5%Ni-Di ×300 300μm

(b)

90%316L-10%Ni-Di ×100 1mm

(c)

90%316L-10%Ni-Di ×300 300μm

(d)

80%316L-20%Ni-Di ×100 1mm

(e)

80%316L-20%Ni-Di ×300 300μm

(f )

Figure 6: SEM images of 316L-diamond (nickel-coated) lattice.

(a) (b) (d)(c)

Figure 7: Digital photos of manufactured Ti6Al4V lattice (a) and
heated and nitrided Ti6Al4V lattices at 750°C (b), 900°C (c), and
1050°C (d). Volume fraction and unit cell size are 6% and 2mm,
respectively (diameter of lattice structures is 20mm, and length is
15mm).
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Tallinn University of Technology [21]. Eventually, lost
volume and a maximum depth of wear scar were evaluated
by a Brucker optical surface profiler (OSP) ContourGT-K0+.
Optical photographs of Sample No. 2 (as for example) after
OSP assessment and also contour/perspective micrographs
can be observed in Figure 10. Statistical results of lost volume
as indicators of wear resistance of produced and tested
materials are shown in Figure 11. -e increase of coated
diamond content improves the wear resistance of AISI 316L
(compare Sample Nos. 1, 2, and 5). Hence, Sample No. 2 has
better impact-abrasive behaviour than No. 1, and both of
them are better than No. 5 (pure 316L without lattice as a
benchmark). Combination of selective laser melting and
spark plasma sintering has been introduced as a new ap-
proach for producing wear resistance material [22]. Hard
material (diamond) coated by binder metal (nickel) filled
inside cellular lattice structure (Ti6Al4V) showed anti-im-
pact behaviour. Also, comparison between Sample Nos. 3, 4,
and 6 shows that the nitriding enables improvement of wear
resistance and a decrease of unit cell size (an increase of
volume fraction) of Ti6Al4V-nitride lattice structure leads to
higher wear resistance.

Postprocessing (nitriding or carburizing) can provide
the increase in the Vickers hardness of metallic lattice
structures up to 3 times [23]. Surface patterns of solid
metallic structures have a significant role in controlling
the friction coefficient [24]. -erefore, a cross section of

rods in both lattice structure and surface of solid struc-
tures are important in tribology. Maximum depth of wear
scar of Sample No. 2 (best result obtained by the addition
of coated diamond particles) demonstrated in Figure 10
was 191 μm. Such good result was obtained by applying
optimal SPS conditions enabling minimization of
graphitization of diamond particles in a lattice structure
that can protect the matrix against abrasion. XRD pattern
of sample No. 4 (best result for Ti6Al4V-nitrided lattices
structure) is depictured in Figure 12, illustrating that
titanium nitride is formed and can provide protection
against wear.

3.2. Results of Finite Element Analysis. Two finite element
models for demonstration of the benefits of the lattice-
included structure of TBM machine wear-resistant com-
ponents (Figure 4(b)) are simulated by SOLIDWORKS and
ANSYS software. TBM drag bit insert’s abrasion
(scratching or sliding) (Figures 13–15) and the impact of a
button (Figures 16–18) were considered. -e wear re-
sistance of the plain sample, lattice structure, and contact
with abrasive particle has been modelled by finite element
simulation [25]. -e results show the ability of lattice to
absorb energy and decrease the rising of local stresses. Solid
diamond (without lattice) and diamond with Ti6Al4V
lattice were compared in both cases. -e first simulation
includes sliding of TBM insert against the wall (steel)
designed in SOLIDWORKS and is demonstrated in
Figure 13(a). -e steel material (as counterpart) was chosen
to illustrate the behaviour in most critical conditions. -e
meshing of the components and defining of boundary
conditions were done with the help of ANSYS workbench
analyser and AUTODYN solver as it can be seen in
Figure 13(b). Strut diameter of modelled lattice structure
was 200 µm, and unit cell size was 1 × 1× 1mm. Sliding
speed was set as 1m/s, and distance was 1m. Deformation
and Von Mises stress distribution of pure diamond at the
end of abrasion are demonstrated in Figure 14. It is possible
to see that the stress exceeds that of compressive strength of
diamond and pure diamond is broken in several locations
while a diamond with lattice (Figure 15) experiences
mainly minor deformation with some loss of extruded

Titanium-nitride lattice (750°C) ×200 500μm

(a)

Titanium-nitride lattice (900°C) ×200 500μm

(b)

Titanium-nitride lattice (1050°C) ×200 500μm

(c)

Figure 8: SEM images of Ti6Al4V lattices nitrided at various temperatures. Volume fraction and unit cell size are 15% and 1mm,
respectively.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Digital optical photos of heated and nitridedTi6Al4V lattices
at 900°C with volume fraction and unit cell size of 26% and 0.75mm
(a); 16% and 1.00mm(b); and 6% and 2.00mm (c), respectively
(diameter of lattice structures is 20mm, and length is 15mm).
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metal lattice (diamond fragments were not lost).-e area of
the heavily affected zone of the insert with lattice structure
is smaller (Figure 15(c)).

-e second simulation was performed to analyse the
process of the dynamic interaction of single TBM drag bit
button with big stone to show the performance of material

containing lattice against impact (Figure 16). -e inertia of
the button (inertia of cutterhead) and that of the stone were
added to bring the conditions of modelling as close as
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Figure 13: SOLIDWORKSdesign of solid diamond and diamondwith
lattice inserts (a); ANSYSmesh of solid and lattice-containing inserts (b).
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possible to the real ones. It was set that TBM button has a
speed of 1m/s while the stone was moving with a speed
close to zero (0.1mm/s). -e results of deformation and
Von Mises stress calculations for pure diamond and
Ti6Al4V lattice-included diamond are shown in Figures 17

and 18, respectively. For pure diamond (Figure 17), de-
formation and stress concentration are located mainly in
the tip area of a button and with a size of about 1mm. -e
lattice-enhanced structure of diamond-based material
transfers the deformation and stress concentration to the
end of a button (Figure 18) where it is fixed to the TBM
cutterhead (Figure 16) and consequently absorbs the im-
pact intensity and increases the lifetime value of buttons.
-e performance of lattice during abrasion by insert and
impact by button is illustrated in Figures 19(a) and 19(b),
respectively. -e results show that the whole lattice
structure of the part is affected by abrasion or impact and
helps to redistribute the stresses and increase the damage
tolerance.

4. Conclusion

-is study has described two novel approaches for re-
inforcement of the materials intended for improvement of
performance in impact-abrasive conditions. Impact energy
absorptive Ti6Al4V lattice along with diamond particles or

(a) (b)

Figure 14: Deformation (a) and Von Mises stress distribution (b) of solid diamond insert.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15: Deformation (a, b) and VonMises stress distribution (c) of insert made of diamond with lattice. Red points of images (a) and (c)
illustrate the fine particles of metal lattice that are relocated from the original position. Image B shows deformation of the material with
excluded relocated particles.

Spring

Ground

TBM button
lattice-included

TBMStone

TBM motion

Figure 16: Schematic illustration of the modelling conditions of
button impacting stone. -e button and the stone are both
modelled with inertia.
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nitrides improving wear resistance is introduced for the
production of inserts and buttons of tunnelling machine:

(1) It was confirmed by laboratory testing that both
approaches are providing up to 2.0 and 5.6 times
improvement in wear resistance in impact-abrasive
conditions. -e reinforcement by diamond particles
was providing the best improvement while

reinforcement by nitriding of the lattice was less
efficient. -e lattice for both approaches was printed
with the help of the SLM machine and later filled
with powder and consolidated by applying the SPS
method.

(2) It was shown that the combination of 3D printing
of 316L-diamond lattice and SPS method has

(a) (b)

Figure 17: Deformation (a) and Von Mises stress distribution (b) of solid diamond TBM button.

(a) (b)

Figure 18: Deformation (a) and Von Mises stress distribution (b) of button made of solid diamond with Ti6Al4V lattice.

(a) (b)

Figure 19: Von Mises stress distribution of lattices shown separately for the conditions of abrasion (a) and impact (b).

Advances in Materials Science and Engineering 9



provided uniform distribution of diamond par-
ticles. It was also found that the material with
higher diamond content provides higher wear
resistance.

(3) -e use of diamond particles coated by nickel and
fast-sintering time during SPS process helped to
reduce graphitization of diamond that was con-
firmed by XRD and high performance of reinforced
materials.

(4) -e optimal nitriding conditions of 3D printed
Ti6Al4V lattice structures (90min at 900°C) and the
unit cell size of the lattice (0.75mm) were found.

(5) -e modelling with the help of SOLIDWORKS/
ANSYS finite element method proved that lattice
structure enables to improve performance of ma-
terials in abrasive and impact conditions similar to
those experienced by inserts and buttons of drag bit
of soft ground TBM or those found in other ap-
plications (mining or geothermal drilling, for
example).
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